EDITORIAL

Dear readers,

We are glad to introduce you to volume VI, issue 1 of the INTEREULAWEST – Journal for International and European Law, Economics and Market Integrations. The period of its issuance is filled with the mixed emotions for the editorial office.

At one hand, we are celebrating the fifth anniversary of the Journal. Exactly five years have passed since the first issue of the Journal was published within the international project – International Law Master Program Development in Eastern Europe No 544117-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-HR-TEMPUS-JPCR. The Journal, of course, outlived the Project and remained active and prompt all these years, improving and raising standards with each published issue. There are five volumes, ten issues, over eighty papers contributed by authors from various countries and a lot of enthusiasm and hard work behind us. Ahead of us, is, we sincerely hope, bright future and improved and even better Journal. The past period was symbolically circled with the special issue – European Company Law and Corporate Governance.

As a cornerstone for the future development and improvements of the Journal, the Editorial Board has adopted the new Publication ethics & malpractice statement, early this year, raising the standards for all the stakeholders of the Journal to the highest levels. The PEMS are based on and aligned with the Committee of Publication Ethics’ (COPE) Guidelines on good publication practice, which fact is a quality guarantee itself.

On the other hand, notwithstanding all the achievements and progress, our hearts still remain filled with emptiness and grief. Our dear friend, colleague, mentor and prominent member of the Journal’s Editorial Board, Professor Nada Bodiroga Vukobrat has left us on March 21, 2019. To honor her life and work, the current issue opens with the In Memoriam text. May she rest in peace!

Unlike the last issue which stressed the most recent topics from the field of European Law, the current issue is more dedicated to the topics from the field of economics which points out the Journal’s policy to promote and boost more interdisciplinary approach in order to extend the visions and knowledge of our readers.

_Hana Horak_, Editor-in-Chief

_Zvonimir afranko_, Technical Editor

Zagreb, June 2019.